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Abstract

This essay aims to gather some of the thoughts and findings which are the
result of participating in the Studies [Reading] Contemporary Architectural
Theory course. In particular this essay will focus directly on the phenomenon
of the Internet of Things. 2012 saw the number of devices/things connected
to the internet surpass the number of humans on the planet; with the number
set to increase year on year. This essay will not attempt to imagine the
consequences nor prescribe a strategy for dealing with the vast number of
intelligent devices — capable of sensing, processing and actuating — it is
believed will be found in every facet of our future lives. Instead it will seek
to describe the Internet of Things and thus forge an understanding of it. In
doing so we will be faced with issues of security and privacy; democracy and
exclusion; diversity and homogenisation, all subjects which have also been
central to discussions about the Internet since its creation. In the 1990s the
Internet was heralded as inherently emancipatory by cyber-utopians such as
Nicholas Negroponte, but with the firm reassertion of the status quo during
the dot.com boom, cyber-utopianism has faced harsh criticism from the likes
of author of The Net Delusion Evgeny Morozov. But does the Internet of things
offer something new to the discussion; to the utopian possibility of the Internet.
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Introduction

“Writing and electricity become so commonplace, so
unremarkable, that we forget their huge impact on everyday life.
So it will be with ubiquitous computing.”1
Weiser & Seely Brown 1996

Whether referred to as ubiquitous computing, physical computing, haptic
computing, things that think or the Internet of Things, the next chapter in the
history of the Internet is upon us and it is going to make the societal impact
of the current internet look trivial2. Simply put the Internet of Things, herein
referred to as IoT, is about connecting the physical world to the Internet, thus
allowing communication between objects, applications and us. And indeed
1. Mark Weiser and John
Seely Brown, Designing
calm technology.
(California: Xerox Parc,
1995), 25.

connected to the Internet was a coke vending machine at Carnegie Mellon
University within the computer science department in 19823. By connecting
the machine to the Internet, staff and students could go online to check if the

2. John Barrett, “The
Internet of Things.” Filmed
October 2011. TED video,
17:31. Posted October
2012, accessed April 23,
2017, http://ed.ted.com/
on/3wzl6iUv#watch

machine was empty, saving them from walking up to the 6th floor and being

3. “The “Only” Coke Machine
on the Internet,” accessed
April 17, 2017, https://
www.cs.cmu.edu/~coke/
history_long.txt

beginning of IoT. Since then the decreasing cost of hardware and huge

4. Dave Evans, The Internet

of Things: How the Next
Evolution of the Internet
Is Changing Everything.

(California: Cisco, 2011), 5.
5. Weiser and Brown,
Designing, 28.
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anything can be a ‘thing’ in IoT. Although debated, the first ‘thing’ to be

disappointed.
However trivial the coke machine example may appear, it marked the
advances in software means that by 2020 it is forecast that some 50 billion
devices will be connected to the Internet4. Every aspect of our lives may be
‘enhanced’ by connected things; surely then IoT is a phenomenon that will
radically change the place of technology in our lives5. Such a fundamental shift
in our relationship with technology has inspired the focus of this essay. Might
IoT revitalise notions of cyber-utopianism?

4

Cyber-Utopianism

Since its creation, the Internet has been at the centre of debates about the
utopian possibility of technology. Writing in the mid 1990s, arguably the peak of
cyber-utopian thought, Nicholas Negroponte proffered “digital technology can
be a natural force drawing people into greater world harmony”6. Negroponte
and other cyber-utopians believed this new egalitarian sphere was made
possible because geographic limitations were no longer the determining
factor for friendship or collaboration7 and that anonymity afforded by “the Net
would dissolve the very boundaries of gender, race and age”8.
In the early 90s Linux released the first free, open-source operating system
which had been a global collaborative effort, afforded by the ability to
coordinate large numbers of diverse, dispersed contributors via the Internet, all
of whom were volunteers. This example of almost communistic participation
is indicative of the ethos of the early years of the Internet9. Margaret Wertheim,
6. Nicholas Negroponte,
Being Digital (London:
Coronet Books, 1996), 230.

in her essay Internet Dreaming: A Utopia for All Seasons, compares this early

7. Ibid., 230.

community were at the centre of both More’s Utopia and Internet dreaming

8. Margaret Wertheim,
“Internet Dreaming: A
Utopia for All Seasons,” in
Tofts, Darren. Prefiguring

of the early 90s, virtues that cyber-utopians believed could permeate beyond

Cyberculture: An
Intellectual History. New

Ed edition. (Cambrifge,
Mass.; Sydney: MIT Press,
2004) 220.
9. Ibid., 217.
10. Adam Curtis, “All Watched
Over by Machines of Loving
Grace.” Vimeo video, 59:33.
September 2, 2013. https://
vimeo.com/groups/96331/
videos/80799353
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period of the Internet with Thomas More’s Utopia. Participation, equality and

the realms of software projects like Linux and disrupt political convention.
In his series All Watched Over by Machines of Loving Grace, Adam Curtis
presents the digital entrepreneurs of Silicone Valley in the 90s as pioneers
who envisioned “a society where the old forms of political control would be
unnecessary because computer networks could create order in society
without central control”10. The utopian notion of an autonomous, libertarian
society enabled by the Internet however did not materialise. The cyberutopians from Silicone Valley would come to realise the networks and global
systems they had created, had not distributed power they had instead shifted
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and focused it. Nor had the world wide web become a new kind of democracy.
Wertheim instead concedes that at the turn of the millennium, with the dot.
com boom, came a “reassertion of the status quo”11; Silicone Valley did not
replace Wall Street, it simply allied it12. Great power and wealth now amplified
was afforded to technological-oligarchs, today the likes of Apple, Microsoft,
Google and Amazon.
Former cyber-utopian now cyber-skeptic Evgeny Morozov, author of the Net

Delusion, posits that it was narrow minded of cyber-utopians to overlook the
fact that the Internet would penetrate all facets of social and political life, not
just the ones conducive to equality or democratisation13. Being Belarusian
Morozov has lived under an authoritarian regime and refutes the notion that
increased technology and connectivity will necessarily propagate democracy,
a delusion he has dubbed “iPod liberalism”14. iPod liberalism ignores the reality
that oppressive governments will employ censorship, troll social networks and
even pay bloggers to spread propaganda15 upsetting the generally accepted
11. Wertheim, “Internet
Dreaming,” 217.

notion that the Internet is inherently emancipatory.

12. Ibid., 225.

So will the new Internet era of IoT change anything, or will it serve to confirm

13. Evgeny Morozov, The Net
Delusion (New York: Public
Affairs, 2011), xv.

the status quo? To explore the utopian potential of IoT we will look to the city,

14. Evgeny Morozov, “How
the Net Aids Dictatorships.”
Filmed June 13 2008. TED
video, 23:45. Posted July
23 2009. https://www.
ted.com/talks/evgeny_
morozov_is_the_internet_
what_orwell_feared

a typology that has oftentimes been the subject for architects to project their
utopian visions, from Le Corbusier’s Chandigarh to Niemeyer’s Brasilia to
Foster & Partners’ Masdar.
Fig.1 Thomas More’s Island of Utopia

15. Morozov, Net Delusion, xv.
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The Smart City

In 2008 the world’s population reached an important landmark, the number of
people living in urban areas surpassed those living in rural ones16, with more
set to migrate to cities as we continue into the 21st Century. The City is perhaps the place where we as citizens will feel the effects of IoT the most, and
this city, embedded with networks of sensors and actuators has unsurprisingly
been named the ‘Smart City’. IoT offers a plethora of opportunities for making
the way we inhabit our cities more playful, healthy, safe, sociable and green but
of course extreme caution is required since the consequences of peppering
our cities with technology could be drastic. The motor car promised to save
nineteenth century urbanites from the piles of horse manure that clogged their
city streets, the unintended consequences of which are air and noise pollution,
congestion and arguably a sedentary population17. It is imperative therefore
that we adopt a critical eye when approaching the smart city and consider all
outcomes we can .

+

Science fiction author E. M. Banks wrote of a future society he named the
culture who delegated control of their planet and its resources to a network
of artificial intelligence. In doing so resources could be distributed efficiently,
according to each citizens’ needs and “strife was eliminated”18. This example
is of course extreme and the complexities of how such an arrangement would
be achieved are not explored here. John Barrett, head of Cork Institute of

16. Anthony Townsend, Smart
Cities (New York: W. W.
Norton & Company, 2013), 1.
17. Ibid., 14.
18. Barrett, The Internet of
Things.
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Technology, nevertheless uses the example to illustrate the notion that IoT will
be our ally in cleverly managing our resources and doing so in a democratic
fashion. And this is what will be necessary in the ever more populous city, to
do more with less. We are already well accustomed with peer-to-peer (P2P)
sharing enterprises like Airbnb which tend to offer richer social exchange to
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visitors who get to “experience a city like a local”19. We might also argue that

power and near-ubiquity of smartphones today present them as effective

the demand for building more CO2 costly hotels is diminished. Architect Frank

tools for societal change. In Abidjan, the economic capital of Ivory Coast, IBM

Duffy has written extensively on the flexible use of spaces and said, “we have

gathered anonymous smartphone23 data from commuters allowing them to

already built all of the buildings we will ever need. We just need to use them

propose 65 improvements to the underperforming bus services. IBM conclud-

more intensively”20. As much as this statement is provocative (especially to

ed that a 10% reduction in average travel times could be achieved24. Although

an aspiring architecture student) it is nonetheless valid and possible with IoT

this kind of community engagement sees the citizens as passive actors, their

and not only applies to architecture. Radio frequency identification (RFID) com-

involvement via phone data ensures the route of their commute is considered

monly employed in IoT is used by car sharing company Zipcar to allow users to

in the redrawing of the city’s transport system. This is perhaps not the total “re-

identify themselves with their smartphone23 and unlock vehicles. This intense

vitalisation of community and engagement of all citizens”25 that Wertheim ob-

use of one car saves 20 more from being built and this IoT approach could be

serves as key themes of both More’s Utopia and the vision of cyber-utopians

applied to countless other items from lawnmowers to bicycles.

but it certainly disrupts and maybe even redefines our role as local citizens.

Author of Smart Cities, Anthony Townsend suggests it is not only a question
of doing more with less in our new cities, however. It is also an “opportunity to
rethink and reinvent government on a more open, transparent, democratic and
responsive model”21. This desire to redefine our role as citizens with technology is something that occupied cyber-utopian thought throughout the 1990s.
Strong links can be observed between the non-hierarchical social order of
19. “Airbnb Home Page,”
accessed April 17, 2017,
http://www.airbnb.com

More’s Utopia and the Libertarian aspirations of cyber-utopians like high-tech

20. Frank Duffy, Work and the
City (London: Black Dog
Architecture, 2008), 67.

Living in the Digital Age :

entrepreneur Esther Dyson, who wrote in her book Release 2.0: A Design for

“The Net offers us a chance to take charge of our own lives and to rede-

21. Townsend, Smart
Cities, 1.

fine our role as citizens of local communities and of a global society. It

22. Esther Dyson, Release

also hands us the responsibility to govern ourselves.”22

2.0: A Design for Living in
the Digital Age (New York:
Broadway Publishing,
1997) 56.

Dyson’s book preceded the release of the first iPhone by 10 years, and the
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23. There is some debate as
to whether a smartphone
is or is not a thing in IoT. I
am choosing to consider
that it is because of
the number of sensors
within a smartphone
and that those sensors
are communicating with
each other and other
applications; all of which is
networked via the Internet.
24. Emilie Chalcraft, “Mobile
phone data used to
redesign bus network
in Ivory Coast,” Dezeen
Magazine, May 2, 2013,
accessed April 17, 2017,
https://www.dezeen.
com/2013/05/02/mobilephone-data-ibm-researchredesign-bus-network-inivory-coast/
25. Wertheim, Internet
Dreaming. 220.
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Fig.2 Smartphone location data from IBM’s AllAboard project
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Fig.3 Proposed improvements to Abidjan’s bus network
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Whilst the prospect of new tech-centric cities may appear at first glance
exciting and progressive, we must be careful not to be seduced. IoT depends
on a host of networked sensors, which if used without our knowledge become
instruments of surveillance26 making IoT the ultimate manifestation of
Bentham’s Panopticon27. Compromised Internet privacy is already something
many of us have learnt to accept but the recent Wikileaks revelation that the
CIA has hacked Internet enabled televisions disturbed many. For myself and
indeed many others, we are willing to forego our privacy online in exchange
for convenience, at least while the consequences of which are relatively banal
personalised adverts. But when health insurers are receiving data about
citizens’ levels of activity via wearable tech devices, and penalising inactive
customers, will we then begin to take ownership of our data seriously? Author
of Reclaiming Conversation, Sherry Turkle not only challenges us to consider
the consequences of privacy personally but also on society by asking “what

Fig.4 Satirical meme relating to CIA hacking Internet enabled
televisions

is democracy without privacy? Is there free thought without privacy?”28. Free
thought, and thus democracy, is at risk when browsing habits are leveraged
to target new content. If someone’s ‘digital double’, a term Turkle coined, is
deemed not to be interested in the Syrian refugee crisis, news stories on
the subject will not appear on, for example, that person’s Facebook feed.
26. Townsend, Smart Cities,
270.
27. Barrett, The Internet of
Things.
28. Sherry Turkle, “The Public
Square”, in Reclaiming

Conversation: The Power
of Talk in a Digital Age

(New York: Penguin Books,
2016), 302.

Algorithms used to selectively display content in this way serve to enforce

well as what actions should be made as a result of that data. Author of Slave to

people’s existing biases and generate ‘filter bubbles’. If we stop to consider

the Algorithm Paul Currion suggests “the work of coding needs to reflect the

the quantity of data that will be available to such algorithms in the Smart City,

values necessary for open-source projects”29, values of community, equality

we might imagine a severely fragmented, misinformed society.

and participation key to both the open-source Linux project and More’s Utopia.
It is also critical then that not only engineers and computer scientists are

Algorithms are at the core of a number of discussions about the Smart City
as they, among other things, will determine how and what data is collected as
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29. Paul Currion, Slave to the
Algorithm (New York: IRIN
Publishing, 2016), 5.

the one’s shaping society’s algorithms; it must be a collaborative effort by all
citizens. Jane Jacobs highlights, in her seminal book The Death and Life of
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Great American Cities, the importance of participation:
“cities have the capability of providing something for everybody, only
because, and only when, they are created by everybody”30
This is a noble target, and although I would posit that IoT is our best chance
to achieve it, the complexities in engaging all citizens to attain democratic
results are many. The aforementioned AllAboard project by IBM to redraw
Abidjan’s bus network attempted this by leveraging data from thousands of
smartphones. Whilst this would improve the journeys of many commuters
it brings questions of equality and exclusion into focus. Simply, what if a
citizen cannot afford a smartphone, will their route be disregarded from the
discussions? AllAboard is a civic-tech innovation that seeks to make direct
democracy faster and more efficient, not necessarily smarter or wiser.
30. Jane Jacobs, The Death

and Life of Great American
Cities (New York: Vintage
Books, 1993), 238.

31. Townsend, Smart Cities,
xii.
32. Andrew Herscher is an
architect and teacher who
initiated Detroit Resists,
a coalition of artists,
architects, and activists
working on behalf of an
inclusive, equitable, and
democratic city.
33. Andrew Herscher, “The
Architectural Imagination”
(lecture, Edinburgh School
of Architecture and
Landscape Architecture,
Edinburgh, March 16, 2017).

City councils employing IoT systems is a way to “tame and green the chaos
of booming cities”31 but will afford immense power to those in charge.
Earlier this year, in a lecture given at ESALA, Andrew Herscher32 spoke of
the political punishment33 residents of Detroit have suffered in recent years.
The deindustrialisation of Detroit has resulted in economic crisis and an
impoverished population, many of whom are unable to afford water bills. In
reaction, swathes of districts have had their water cut off by the authorities. A
harsh reality of the Smart City is that its systems could be used to deliver such
political punishment and with great accuracy. Not only might governments

Fig.5 2014 demonstration against water shutoffs in Detroit

seek to abuse the power of the Smart City though. In the event that the
security of such systems be compromised, cyber-terrorists could cause havoc
to city wide infrastructures of transport, power, water and communication.
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Sentience

The Smart City and all its data driven endeavours might appear as objective
fact gathering, whereas in fact this is not the case. From deciding what data
should be collected and what should be ignored, to how that data is to be classified and how it will be interpreted by software algorithms; each step is highly
subjective. In considering the subjectivity of IoT in Smart Cities artist and architect Mark Shepard has developed the concept of the Sentient City. Sentience
implies the ability to feel and perceive and lends a softer more responsive perspective to the potentially clinical Smart City typology. The book Sentient City:

ubiquitous computing, architecture, and the future of urban space, edited by
Shepard presents case study projects which were conceived in response to
the book’s title. The projects argue against a techno-determinism that grants
formidable agency to new tech34 and placing data on a pedestal.

The case studies present IoT applications which sensitively leverage technology but are not driven by it and avoid generic large scale ‘solutions’ often
in favour of hyperlocal applications. One such project by hacker Leif Percifield
34. Mark Shepard, “Toward
the Sentient City,” in

Sentient City: ubiquitous
computing, architecture
and the future of urban
space , ed. Mark Shepard
(Cambridge Mass: MIT
Press, 2011), 14.

35. Leif Percifield, “Don’t
Flush Me,” in Sentient City:

ubiquitous computing,
architecture and the future
of urban space , ed. Mark

Shepard (Cambridge Mass:
MIT Press, 2011), 54.
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aims to encourage New York residents to reduce the amount of raw sewerage which gets expelled into the city’s waterways. At times of high rainfall
sewerage systems will reach capacity and excess waste will overflow through
gates into the rivers and bays. Percifield’s project Don’t Flush Me consists of
a small IoT device that monitors these overflow gates. When open the device
tweets to encourage citizens to limit their waste water production and instead
“let it mellow”35. This case study and many others in the book utilise the opensource platform Arduino to realise their projects. The open-source philosophy
championed by cyber-utopians democratises the ability to make useful things

20

like Percifield’s device - and like Linux - a collaborative, encouraging community has formed around Arduino to help facilitate more projects.
The success of Don’t Flush Me is, in part, thanks to its engagement with
citizens who can participate in the way the infrastructure of their city operates.
Percifield’s invention goes someway in redefining the role of the citizen and
harks back to the cyber-utopian thought that old forms of governance aren’t
necessarily the only way to avoid anarchy in society36.

Fig.6 Leif Percifield and his Don’t Flush Me device in a New York
City sewer (above)
Fig.7 Leif Percifield’s Don’t Flush Me device (left)

36. Curtis, Machines.
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Conclusion

Through this essay an attempt has been made to explore whether IoT might
offer up an opportunity for the reemergence of cyber-utopian thought. We can
indeed say that IoT is here to stay and its presence will be felt much more in
years to come, especially in our cities. Prior to writing this essay I had a fairly
limited understanding of what IoT was and what it might mean for cities and
architecture, although I had experimented with building an IoT device — an
Internet enabled weighing scale to monitor the amount of milk in the fridge
or anything else one might want to keep track of. This experience excited me
despite the triviality of what I had created. Upon my deeper inquest into the
subject I was optimistic that indeed IoT could initiate a cyber-utopian renaissance. However, I now believe that a more appropriate conclusion to draw
would be that IoT will off a strong argument for the cyber-optimist; something I
consider myself to be.
When asked which is the smartest city, author of Smart Cities Anthony
Townsend always replies “the one you live in”37. IoT affords hackers, enthusiasts and citizens the opportunity to create hyperlocal systems to redefine their
role as citizens and reshape their own cities from the bottom up. Whilst IoT,
just like the Internet, has the potential to do great harm I believe it has greater
potential to do good.

37. Townsend, Smart Cities,
320.
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